STEP 8

STEP 9

CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

6.

9.

If needed, insert
the stabilizer.

In the back region of the Megasus Horserunners
or the heel, sand the back end of the Megasus at
an inward angle. The tracing should remain, but
underneath, the sole should be shorter. That way, it
will be more difﬁcult for the horse to step on the
back of the Megasus Horserunners and pull them off.

STEP 10

STEP 11

APPLY THE MEGA- LOCK TAPES

1.

Now carefully brush the primer on the hoof where
the MEGA-LOCK Tapes will be applied. Allow the
primer to set for 5 minutes.

APPLY THE MEGA- LOCK TAPES

3.

WARNING: Afterwards, do not touch this
area of the hoof with your ﬁngers (grease!)

With the jigsaw,
cut 4mm away from
where you traced
the hoof on the
Megasus Horserunners
(or on the dashed line).

FASTEN THE HORSERUNNERS

Remove the protection strip from the MEGA-LOCK Tapes
and apply the tapes, beginning with the marking on the
toe, remaining at least 10 millimeters above the bottom
of the hoof, all the way to the back of the hoof.

1.

Lift the hoof up and the push the Megasus
Horserunners on from back to front. Make sure
the middle marking on the toe and middle
marking on the Megasus align.

FASTEN THE HORSERUNNERS

3.

Drive in the 6-10 MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips using the MegaHammer or a hammer and a drift by striking the orange
stem of the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips until they are so far
into the slot that the blue wings lie ﬁrmly on the hoofs.
It is recommended to alternate
driving the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips
in to help avoid any unevenness.

MOUNTING

INSTRUCTIONS

45°

10.

11.
8.

STEP 13

(The distance from Mega Lock Tape to the ground = 1 cm)
Apply to the back of the heel.

*

7.

STEP 12

The area of the
hoof where the
primer should
be applied.

Check to see if the slots for
the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips
were cut. If yes, then the
back end of the clips will
also need to be adjusted
to ﬁt the slots. Use the
nippers and cut the MEGALOCK Side-Clips on the end
at an inward slant.

2.

WARNING: Grip the
MEGA-LOCK Tape so
that no ﬁnger prints
touch the glue surface!

For the Megasus Horserunners
in the following sizes

2.

90, 110, 130, 150:

Now insert all the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips until
the outer wings line up with the edge of sole.

Use the angle sander to
smooth any sharp edges.

If necessary, cut the MEGA-LOCK Tapes before
sticking them to the hooves.

4.

Repeat the process
on the other side.

WARNING: The tapes should not be applied to
a dirty part of the hoof or on the coronary band.

5KG
Roxy
FL

STUDS
OR SPIKE

Optional step:
insert the studs
or spikes.

LABEL YOUR
MEGASUS

Name of the horse
and the hoof (right,
left, front, back)

10mm

of pressure
to the tapes

Press the front two MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips onto the
MEGA-LOCK Tape. Release the hoof and let it fully
load. You may need to raise another hoof to do so.

4.

Now that all the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips are applied
ﬁrmly to the hoof, connect the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips
to the MEGA-LOCK Tape to get the lock effect. To do so,
press each MEGA-LOCK Side-Clip to the hoof starting
from the base. The mushroom headed tapes connect
best when executing a rolling motion by pressing from
the bottom to the top of the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips.
Now place the hoof with the
newly ﬁtted Megasus on the
hoof stand to make the ﬁnal
touches and sand away any
sharp edges with the rasp.
Make sure you do not damage
the Side-Clips with the rasp.

MEGA-LOCK
SYSTEM

Please view our mounting videos!

www.horserunners.com

STEP 1

CHECKING THE CONTENT

STEP 2

REQUIRED TOOLS

The set of 2 contains 2 MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS
and all the necessary components for the
MEGA-LOCK SYSTEM.

STEP 3

PREPARING YOUR SURROUNDINGS

1. COMPACTED
SURFACE

1. WIRE BRUSH

STEP 4

PREPARE THE HOOF

3. CLEAN HOOF

1.

2. RASP

Clean the hooves
with the wire brush.

1.

HAND
GLOVES

CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

3.

5.

Lift the hoof up and place the Megasus Horserunners
with the front MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips on the toe so that
the middle marking on the toe matches the middle
marking on the Megasus sole, between the two MEGALOCK Side-Clips.

Now that you have the hoof shape traced on the
Megasus Horserunners, draw a separate dashed line
around the ﬁrst marking with permanent marker,
about 4 mm outside. The dashed line is where you will
cut the Megasus Horserunners with the jigsaw.

Make sure to also keep the rear of the hoof centered
on the Megasus and use the permanent marker to trace
the outline of the horse’s hoof on the Megasus sole, also
marking the length in the back of the Megasus so that
you know how much the Megasus needs to be shortened.

Drive both front 2 MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips
into the adjustment slots on the toe with
the hammer or MEGA-Hammer.
CAUTION: Only insert them as far as the wings
of the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips are in line with
the outer edge of the sole.

2.

HOT AIR GUN
For temperatures
below 15 °C 59°F

Abrade the hoof
wall with the hoof
buffer or with
sandpaper.

CUTTING LINE (4 mm outside hoof outline)
HOOF OUTLINE

*

MOUNTING IS NOT POSSIBLE
GREASY
HOOVES

1. PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT!
Use a trash bin, broom or vacuum cleaner.

2.

WET/MOIST
HOOVES

Lift the hoof up and with a
permanent marker, mark on
the toe where the center
of the hoof is and mark the
middle point on the toe of
the Megasus sole.

2. WHAT’S BEEN CUT AWAY CAN’T BE REAPPLIED!
8. ANGLE GRINDER

3.

3. DRY, CLEAN AND GREASE FREE!
The hooves must be dry and grease free
(for a minimum of 14 days). No hoof grease
or oil, ﬁnger prints, ﬂy spray or anything similar

wait at least 14 days
and degrease the hooves

4. YOUR ABILITIES!

(Isopropylalcohol)

To customize the Megasus Horserunners, you will
need to use a variety of machines/tools to do so.

allow the hooves to
sit in a dry area and
use a hot air dryer
(intermittently let the
hoof cool and brush)

9. SCISSORS

CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

6. HOOF BUFFER OR
WITH SANDPAPER

PLEASE NOTE

7. JIGSAW

STEP 7

4. PERMANENT MARKER

TEMPERATURE
15 - 25 °C
59 - 77 °F

It is better to cut less than too much.
What‘s been cut away can‘t be reapplied.

STEP 6

*FOR A MINIMUM OF 14 DAYS

4. DRY HOOF

2. AS CLEAN AS
POSSIBLE

5. HAMMER WITH A DRIFT
OR SPECIAL PURPOSED
MEGA-HAMMER

CUSTOMIZE THE MEGASUS HORSERUNNERS

HOOVES MUST BE CLEAN,
DRY, AND DECREASED*!

18-22

3. NIPPERS

STEP 5

10. HOT AIR GUN

Rasp the hoof
edges at a right
angle, 7 millimeters
to the ground

i

The imaginary line
from the middle of
the frog to the toe.

4.

Now use the permanent marker to mark the position of
the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips on the hoof. Mark the furthest edges of the MEGA-LOCK Side-Clips so you know
where to position the MEGA-LOCK Tapes on the hoof.

